Abstract. This paper proposed a hybrid approach for concept extraction, which combined linguistic, statistical and semantic analyses. Similar to traditional methods, linguistic and statistical analyses were reserved; this paper innovatively adopted semantic analysis to analyze the semantic relationships of concepts in order to get a fine grained result. Another creative work is the combination of several statistical approaches from different perspective to filter the candidate concepts. Experiments had shown a promising result.
Introduction
The importance of concept extraction had been widely introduced in other papers [1, 2] . As a basic task for ontology construction, it had been studied for a long period, still promising result could not achieve. This is mainly due to the ambiguous problems, such as the definition of concept, the evaluation, etc. So the improvement of precision remains a challenging task.
Nowadays, numerous techniques and tools had been proposed to overcome these problems. Lexicon and dictionaries were firstly borrowed as domain terms directly [3, 4, 5] , the lexical and syntactic patterns were exploited to the construction of ontology, but the lexicon resources are rare and mainly constructed for general purpose. Rule based [6, 7] , NLP based [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] , and statistical [14, 15] based techniques were put forward to automatically or semi-automatically extract concepts. The desire to extract concepts from free text [3] was arising with the huge electronic text available from internet. Rule based techniques, such as upper cases of letter, "such as ……", and "is a" could be borrowed to extract term and relationship [12] . It could reach high precision while recall is lower. NLP techniques utilize lexical and syntactic analysis [13] to determine the role terms plays in sentence, and patterns of POS could be designed to affiliate extraction [11] . Statistical techniques, such as TF, TF-IDF, etc. [16, 17] , had been studied for a long history, and applied to term extraction around 1980s, and got a better result. TF-IDF, as the widely used technique, was introduced to measure the importance of terms to a domain [18] . In order to achieve more accurate result, hybrid approaches which combining NLP techniques and statistical method were adopted [4, 17, 19] . NLP techniques were used to select candidate concepts satisfying syntactic structure, and statistical techniques were used to measure the degree which candidate concept belongs to a specific domain.
Although, works done before had got a good result, two important problems had been neglected: (1) . the nature of concept had not been taken into consideration comprehensively. Statistical approaches, such as TF-IDF, C-Value [18, 20] , etc. had been proposed to compute Domain Relevance or Lexical Cohesion [19, 21, 22] separately, but comprehensive considerations of all the nature of concept were merely mentioned. This paper introduced two kinds of operational nature: Domain Relevance, Domain Consensus. Different statistical method was adopted to measure its strength.
(2). Semantic relationships between concepts were neglected [19, 23] . NLP and Statistical method mainly focus on the characteristic of term itself, the semantic relations which meaningful to ontology had not been taken into consideration. We believe that it plays an important role to concept extraction. Word co-occurrence was adopted to measure the semantic relationship and give proposal to new concept selection.
Concept Extraction Framework
A premise should be put forward firstly: as a linguistic realization, concept extraction is often being simplified as term extraction in a not strict manner [18, 22, 24, 25, 26] . This paper mainly focus on terms, neglected the influence of synonym, antonym, abbreviation etc. The remaining work will be studied in future.
The concept extraction framework is depicted in Fig.1 as bellow. Rectangles represent data flow from left to right. Domain corpora were collected from various ways. In the first phase, Candidate concepts could be extracted by using syntactical patterns. In the second phase, statistic filtering methods could be used to measure some kinds of degree of candidate concepts. In the last phase, semantic analysis was used to determine the semantic relationships between concepts, and related candidate concepts were collected as the domain concept. Rounded rectangles in the figure represent techniques used in different phases. From the foregoing, we could know there are three phases composed concept extraction framework: Linguistic Extraction, Statistic Filtering, and Semantic Analysis. For each phase, specific tasks were given bellow.
Linguistic Extraction
Linguistic Extraction accomplishes the task of extracting candidate concepts from free text. Generally speaking, concepts usually composed by nouns. We could utilize the law to extract candidate concepts. Manually designed linguistic patterns showed in Table 1 were used to match the POS. The closed pattern could promote precision [20] . In order to accomplish the task, we borrowed ICTCLAS2016 tool to segment sentences into words and tag part of speech (POS). Each word is assigned a POS, such as "n", "vn". We could extract those words with POS mentioned in Table 1 . Single Nouns could be extracted with POS of "n" or "ng", or "vn", or "vg" as terms. Compound Nouns could be extracted as terms with random combination of any length and any number of the four kinds of POS. Compound Nouns with modifier, such as "a", "ag+v", "b", could also be extracted as terms [11, 12] .
When terms extracted out, sequential index file (SIF) and inverted index file (IIF) with distribution information will be created to realize fast access of terms. 
Statistic Filtering
Statistic Filtering accomplishes the filtering of candidate concepts according to four kinds of features. Paper [20] had reported that combined statistic method could improve precision rate with little loss of recall rate. Linguistic approaches were never used alone. The candidate concepts contain too much error, and statistic approaches are needed to filter those irrelevant. The commonly used metrics were Domain Relevance and Domain Consensus. We would like to introduce Domain Relevance, Domain Consensus here.
(1). Domain Relevance measures the widely use of term in domain corpora, but merely used in other domains. This is a clue of active interaction of terms to domain words, and is a preferable measure to domain concept. It could be defined as: For term t, Domain Relevance to a specific
(2).Domain Consensus measures the distributed use of a term in a domain [21] . If term consistently used across domain documents with high frequency [27] , it could be regarded as domain concept. Domain Consensus could be defined as: For term t in domain documents D=(d 1 ,d 2 ,……, d n ):
(2) Except for the natures mentioned above, there are still other nature, including Structural Relevance, and Miscellaneous [27] , but unfortunately, they are not operational, so they had not been taken into consideration. Another important nature is Lexical Cohesion [27, 28, 29] which measures terms with length above 2.In this paper, we hasn't adopted, for concepts extracted out shows that terms are almost short.
To coordinate the factors, a simple equation is given as bellow, and coefficients were assigned to each factor which denotes its importance. The final score to each candidate term is defined as: Scoreሺtሻ = αDRሺt, D ሻ + βDCሺt, Dሻ (3) Initially, α, β were set as 0.5 [21] . It should be refined according to precision and recall empirically. When Score for each term was calculated, a descendant list ranked by score would be given out, and a threshold would be used to cut those irrelevant terms.
Semantic Filtering
Hybrid approaches combine linguistic and statistical methods mentioned above dominated the mainstream in the past and relatively higher precision could reached according to literatures. But it mainly focused on terms itself, failed to make a comprehensive study for semantic relatedness between terms, which is important for organic ontology. This paper tried to implement semantic analysis upon traditional hybrid approach.
Although plain documents were sequential, terms hidden behind is highly correlated with each other. Semantically related terms seem to appear in the same context, or topics, even sentences. Distribution Hypothesis could be used to explain the phenomenon. It is manifested at word co-occurrence [29, 30, 31] and collocation. Word co-occurrence is widely used in information retrieval, word disambiguation, etc. and also term extraction. Here we did not use word co-occurrence as a statistic filter, but a semantic analysis tool to select terms with highly semantic relationship.
Our Semantic Filtering framework is illustrated as Fig.2 shown. Similar to Fig.1 , rounded rectangles indicate data flow, and rectangles represent techniques adopted. Candidate concepts were extracted from the previous two phases. The final product is domain concepts. The filtering loops could be described as bellow. Firstly, seed concepts and candidate concepts were prepared. Seed concepts were manually selected and provided, while candidate concepts were got from previous phase.
Secondly, word co-occurrence was adopted to find search candidate concepts which appear in the same documents with seed concepts.
Thirdly, the relatedness between seed concept and candidate concepts should be calculated. Let T s be the seed concept, and T c =(t 1 , t 2 , ……, t n ) be the candidate concepts. They have two kinds of frequency:
Absolute Frequency which is overall occurrence of concept related to domain corpora, defined as ܶ ௦
and ‫ݐ‬ separately.
Relative Frequency which is co-occurrence related to seed term, defined as ‫ݐ‬ .
To a specific candidate term t i , its strength of semantic relatedness with T s could be described with Jaccard Coefficient and defined as:
S i could be considered as semantic strength of relatedness, and it is normalized to the range of (0, 1). Candidate concepts T c were ranked descendant according to S i , and also an empirical threshold was given to filter candidate concepts that with lower semantic relationship.
Thirdly, new concepts computed from above were added into seed concept library, and do loop to the first step until no new domain concepts could be found.
The result of semantic filtering is a set of domain terms that closely related to each other. It could be used as domain concept directly to support the construction of domain ontology.
Evaluation
In order to validate the effectiveness, we implemented the algorithms to the domain of cultural heritage preservation for Yunnan China minorities.
Yunnan Minority Ontology Construction Toolkit
An automatic ontology construction toolkit, call Yunnan Minority Ontology (YMO), were developed at the same time. It is aimed at providing a unified and simple way for automatic domain ontology construction. A simply designed website crawler was developed and gathered 4247 relevant files with a size 7.04M. In addition, ICTCLAS2016 were borrowed to accomplish POS tag tasks, and textforever which is a text process software was used to do some text preprocessing work.
Linguistic Selection
To accomplish this task, syntactical patterns were designed to select candidate terms from plain text. Here, we mainly adopted POS information. After analysis to text, we choose words with POS of "n", Candidate Concepts Domain Concepts Seed Concepts Co-occurrence "ng", "vn", "vg", and its random combination to phrases. Nouns with concrete meaning, such as location, person names, etc. were not in consideration for they usually stand for an instance of concept. Three kinds of modifiers and their random combination to candidate terms were adopted as rules, these POSs are "a", "ag+v", "b".
These rules work effectively with some wrong terms in the domain of Minority. When they were applied to other domains at the same time, unexpectively, they are especially effective in the domain of Law. This is mainly due to that the Law is strictly designed, while texts in the domain of Minority are arbitrary.
After comprehensive analysis, we find that, lexical patterns could be adopted to improve precision and recall rate. Some wrapper indicators, such as "<< >>",".", etc. have special meanings.
The greatest challenge lays that domain terms usually consisted in the form of "v+n", such as: "Chui1chui1qiang1", "Da3ge1jie2", "Cai3gu3jie2". (Note that words started with an upper letter and composed of characters and numbers with italic font in this paper represents a Chinese word. English characters represent its spelling, while number represents the tone before it.) According to the rules, these terms could not be extracted, for verbs had not been adopted. Once adopted, huge number of wrong term would be extracted.
Statistic Filtering
The candidate terms extracted above were sending into the second phase to calculate Domain Relevance (DR) and Domain Consensus (DC). The length of term was taken into consideration as well, it is especially important to long terms. The computation result is shown in Table 2 . The first column represents candidate terms. The second column represents absolute frequency of each term in domain corpora, this value could be used to calculate Domain Relevance, and also it could provide an intuitive impression to us.
The third column represents the domain relevance of each term. In order to calculate DR, we collected three kinds of other domain corpora: The Law, The Culture, and The Science. This value is calculated according to Eq.1
The fourth column represents the number of documents that terms occurred. This value will be used to calculate DC, and also an intuitive value.
The fifth column represents the value of DC. The value was calculated according to Eq.2 and normalized to the range of (0, 1).
The sixth column represents the value of term length and it is multiplied by a double value 0.1. This value was introduced in afterward. We find that terms with long length which have definite meaning and important to domain can hardly be extracted, so we assign a value according to its length.
The last column represents the final score for each candidate terms. The score was calculated according to Eq.3. The values of α, β, γ were assigned as 0.1, 0.5, 0.4 separately. The ultimate equation of Eq.3 is as follows: Scoreሺtሻ = 0.1 * DR + 0.5 * DC + 0.4 * TermLen (5) Reasons that α=0.1 is: according to our analysis to DR, we found that numerous terms that occur only once in domain corpora gain the highest score of DR, the score reached as high as 1.0. For they never occur in other domains. This would lead that the final score will be mainly depending on domain relevance.
Reasons that β=0.4 is: most terms is as low as 0.1 while the have a good Domain Consensus representation.
Finally, the value of DR and DC were normalized to a range of (0, 1).
Semantic Analysis
Semantic analysis is especially important to concept extraction, for concepts in domain corpora are closely related to each other. As mentioned above, we adopt word co-occurrence to accomplish this task. Word co-occurrence require researcher provide some seed concepts, and it will choose one of them to search new candidate concepts, and candidate concepts that satisfy an threshold will be added to concept library. After analysis to term frequency, domain relevance etc. we selected the following terms as seed concepts: (Shao3shu4min2zu2, Jie2ri4, Cun1zhai4, Wen2hua4, Chuan2tong3, Yi2shi4, Wu3dao3, Min2zu2te4se4, Chuan2tong3jie2ri4, Zong1jiao3xin3yang2, Feng1su2xi2guan4, Jin1ji4, Yin1yue4). These seed concepts possess a good domain representation; they exist merely in other domain, and spread widely across domain corpora. In the meanwhile, they are a good indicator to different aspects which we are interested in.
With these seed concepts, we could extract other candidate concepts which co-occur with them; here, we restricted candidate concepts that co-occur in a level of documents, but not paragraphs or sentences [31] . Paper [29] had reported the effectiveness in this level; also, each document we collected is mainly focus on a topic, such as festival, music, tradition, etc. Equation 3.4 is borrowed to evaluate the relatedness of candidate concepts and seed concept. One of the calculated results is listed in Table 3 . It is noteworthy that Mutual information (MI) is not in the range of (0,1), when seed concepts with lower term frequency and occur in fewer documents, those candidate concepts which spread widely across domain corpora could gain a score larger than 1. But, the larger score it gains, the least relatedness with seed concept, it could be a general concept. A strategy is reverse and normalize MI to the range of (0, 1), and merge them with those candidate concepts with MI lower than 1.0, this process is just like fold the page of your book. Consequently, all the MI value is reasonably normalized to the range of (0, 1).
Candidate concepts with MI value closest to 1.0 are more likely to be domain concept, and an empirical threshold was given to restrict the number of new concepts. We set the value as 0.15, only candidate concepts with MI higher than 0.15 would be selected. Some of interesting extraction result is shown in Table 4 .
From the table, we could get an exciting extraction result: concepts are closely related to each other. Although, instances in the table are limited, analysis to the whole extraction process shows that the result is promising. 
Evaluation
In order to assess the overall extraction effect, we had made a comprehensive comparison between different phases. Precision rate, recall rate, and F-measure [32] were borrowed. Table 5 shows the result. From the table above, we could notice that precision rate is getting better, while the recall rate is getting bad, it suggests that pattern based term extraction is a bottleneck. Good news is that the overall F-measure is improving. The result shows the effectiveness of our algorithm.
Summary
In this paper, we adopted a hybrid approach which combines pattern, statistic, and semantic methods. This is approach is a little different from traditional approaches which combines pattern and statistical methods. A semantic analysis was adopted to collect concepts closely related to each other and a relatively higher precision could be got.
When we go deeper, several problems emerged: 1. Rules had become the bottleneck to term extraction, new strategies should be put forward to deal with arbitrary text; 2. Whether machine learning techniques could improve candidate terms extraction effect? [2, 34, 35] 3. The impact of named entities could not be determined, they always co-occur with concepts and is helpful to concept extraction; 4. Although several strategies had been applied, extraction for phrases seems to be failed; 5. New concept selection strategies in word co-occurrence should be improved, the strategy we adopted tends to select those with lower DC and DR value which do not have a good domain representation.
The problems we mentioned above are helpful to concept extraction, and we will try to solve in future work.
